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Oil Painting of Downtown Springfield (Weimar 1858)



Beginning in early 2000, plans
were underway for the
construction of a Presidential
Library and Museum
(ALPLM) complex in
Springfield to commemorate
the life of the city’s favorite
son, Abraham Lincoln.



Between 2001 and
2004, four major
mitigation projects
were undertaken
within three city
blocks—for
construction of the
Library, Museum, and
Parking Garage

complex.



The ALPLM project area was located immediately adjacent to the
central business district, which surrounded the county courthouse
square (and was to become the location of the Illinois State
Capitol building in 1839). Improvements to this area of the town
began during the later 1820s and 1830s.

Newly constructed Illinois State Capitol building.



The project area had initially been settled in the late 1820s, and by
1867, it had developed into a mature urban landscape.



Each project began with backhoe trenching (left) to assess integrity.
This was followed by the removal of overburden with a large track
hoe in select areas that had good integrity (middle), and subsequent

excavation of features within those block excavations (right).



In many places, the archaeological integrity was excellent. The pre-
1870s archaeological resources were relatively well preserved and, in

places, very complex.



Over 370 subsurface archaeological features were recorded and/or
excavated—often under some fairly adverse conditions. The vast
majority of the features pre-dated the circa 1890s.



Structural Features included a variety of masonry (brick and stone)
perimeter foundation walls, segmental walls, and piers.

Structural features associated with the

Rudolph/Chatterton Opera House (left).

Rudolph/Chatterton Opera House as
illustrated on the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of
Springfield (right).



Less substantial house and outbuilding foundation systems were
also documented.



As the project area had never been plowed, more ephemeral examples
were also preserved and identified. Several large, shallow rectangular
depressions with irregular floors (such as the one quarter sectioned
here for excavation) probably represent floors of small outbuildings.



Waste disposal features consisted of two distinct feature types—sheet
refuse deposits (or middens) and privies. Domestic, commercial (store
and bar), and industrial (blacksmithing and ceramic production)
middens were excavated.



Privy pits represented one of
the more common feature
types discovered during the
investigations. Over 110
privy pits were excavated
during the course of these
investigations. This view
illustrates a row of privies
being excavated at the site of
the Presidential Museum.



The earliest privy pits were shallow, unlined pits that were often
trapezoidal in plan. A distinctive characteristic of all of these pits
was the presence of a humic, organic-rich fill (fecal material) in their
bases.



Although the artifact
content was generally low
in these early privy pits,
they nonetheless contained
some of the earliest artifacts
recovered from the
investigations.Feature 5 (Library)

Feature 6 (Library)



The privy pits associated with higher status families were often
brick-lined. Several of these small, rectangular privy pits from the
middle nineteenth century were excavated.



The most common type of privy pit uncovered during the
investigations was the plank-lined box typical of the later 19th and
early 20th centuries. These pits came in a variety of sizes and
depths.



A less common variety of
privy was constructed
using wooden barrels or
tubs (barrels cut in two)
to line the shaft. Both
single-barrel (one-seat)
and double-barrel (two-
seat) privies were
encountered.



Numerous features associated with water acquisition (wells) and
storage (cisterns) were also present. A total of 24 wells and 15
cisterns were documented. Several of the earlier wells were hand
excavated and have yielded excellent domestic and commercial
(tavern) artifact assemblages.



Great variability in cistern design and size was documented within
early Springfield. Both dirt-walled (with plaster lining) and brick-
walled (also with plaster lining) varieties were common.



Food and/or commodity storage pits (pit cellars) were also
documented. These shallow, rectangular, straight-walled and flat
bottomed pits may or may not have been located beneath an early
structure.



More substantial, and probably later cellars have a small projection
off one end for stair access (bulkhead entranceways). These cellars
are often referred to as “keyhole cellars.” Common in a rural
setting, they seem to be less common within the urban setting.



Underground utility line trenches were also a common feature type.
These included early drain lines, as well as later water, sewer, and
steam heat lines.

Two pair of iron steam heat lines buried in a wood-lined box,
circa 1900-1910. Laying alongside of the steam heat lines,
within the same trench is a water line.

Water and sewer lines cutting across a mid
century summer kitchen.



Landscape features were few in number—but included
brick walkways and fence lines.



Simeon Francis, editor and co-founder of the Illinois State
Journal (and steadfast supporter of Abraham Lincoln).

Francis Residence

1858 Weimar painting Detail from 1858 county map



Site plan of the N100’ Lots 3 and 4 (Original Town Plat)—the
location of Simeon Francis residence from circa 1833 to 1858.

Archaeological features plotted in relationship to Francis residence. The building
outline was determined by the 1854 Map of Springfield.



Feature 5

Feature 6

Primary artifacts from Feature 5
dated from the mid-to-late 1830s.

Primary artifacts from Feature 6
dated from the 1840s.

Both features document a fairly
well-to-do household. Note the
increase in the number and variety
of artifacts during this time
period—both of which suggest
increased access to goods by the
Francis family during these years.



Two cisterns were found associated with the early Francis residence.

The earliest cistern (left; cut through by a later
rectangular privy) was a shallow facility constructed
of plaster applied directly to the dirt walls. It was
abandoned in the mid-1850s.

The later cistern (right) was a much
larger facility constructed with brick
walls and floor. This cistern was
constructed in the mid-1850s and
was filled during the middle 1860s
with bar-related materials.



Site plan of the South 57’ Lots 3 and 4—the location of the Illinois
State Journal Office building.



This thick brick pad—which represents another example of the “one-
of-a-kind” features uncovered during these investigations—probably
represents the base for the Illinois State Journal’s printing press or press’
steam engine. Several pieces of lead type also were found.

1860-61 Springfield City Directory



Detail from the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield illustrating the
dwellings located on Lots 19 and 20 (Block 2, Ninian Edwards
Addition).

Lavely House. Probably constructed for and
occupied by William Lavely, a grocer and one time
mayor of Springfield (1852), from 1845-1854. The
house was later occupied by the Oliver Sheldon
family (1854-c.1868). Sheldon was a wholesale
liquor dealer.

Ragsdale/Starne House. Probably constructed and/or
occupied by Thomas Ragsdale (a carpenter) in 1847.
The house was sold to and occupied by Alexander
Starne ( Illinois Secretary of State, 1852-56; Illinois
State Treasurer, 1862) from 1853-1857.



The house located on Lot 20 was
constructed in circa 1845 for William
Lavely, a local grocer and one-time
mayor of Springfield (1852). In 1854, he
sold the house to Oliver Sheldon, a
wholesale liquor dealer

1860-61 Springfield City Directory

1868-69 Springfield City Directory



Lavely and/or Sheldon landholdings
(1845-c.1868) illustrating the location of
archaeological features associated with
these two families.

Of note was the identification of four
sequential privy pits that were associated
with these two families from 1845
through circa 1868.

Yellow rectangular blocks indicate the
location of the house and carriage barn
as documented on both the 1854 and
1858 City of Springfield maps.



Feature 57

Primary artifacts from Feature 63 (top) were few in number and consisted solely of glass
artifacts. The glass bird waterer and whale oil lamp (top right) are fairly unique items.
Archival evidence suggests this is probably a later 1840s assemblage.

Primary artifacts from Feature 57
(left) were much more numerous,
and consisted of a diverse
assemblage of ceramic and glass
vessels from the 1850s.

Feature 63



Primary artifacts from Feature 4—probably deposited by the Oliver
Sheldon family during the mid-to-late 1860s.



Reconstructed table setting from Feature 4—circa 1865. The volume
and variety of ceramic and glass tableware clearly bespeaks of the status
of this family…



…and the great variety of liquor bottles in this feature strongly hints
at Oliver Sheldon’s occupation (wholesale liquor dealer).



The archaeological features uncovered during these investigations
have contributed to the understanding of early lifeways in
Springfield (and the greater Midwest as a whole) on at least four
distinct levels.

As will be discussed here, these four levels of analysis consist of:

 The site and/or landscape level

 The individual feature level

 The artifact assemblage level

 The individual artifact level



The Site Level: One of the major contributions of this work has been the
emphasis on the investigation of the entire lot and the subsequent understanding of
the “site” structure (number and type of features and their relationship to one
another). Such an approach gives us data on the differential activity areas present

on the urban house lot and how the use of space changes through time.

Ca. 1895-1920Ca. 1870-95Ca. 1845-70

Three views of Lot 17 (Block 2,
Edwards Addition) at three points
in time. Major changes occurred
over time with this lot—and these
changes have social implications.

This property was occupied during
these years by the Peake, Owen,
and Levi families.



The Feature Level: On the feature level, the study of individual features allow us
to study variation within the structure of a single feature type—such as these
cisterns. Such variation (i.e. differences in size and/or water holding capacities and

quality of construction) has both functional and social implications.



The Artifact Assemblage Level: Not only does the artifacts within a feature
assist with interpreting the function of that particular feature, but the artifact
assemblages within these features—such as those often found in privy pits—
represent unique time capsules that lend themselves to a variety of social history
studies.

Primary artifacts from Feature 84 (Lot 16, Edwards’ Addition)



Feature 84 contained a rather
unique assemblage of German
manufactured ceramics (including
this large charger), distinctive glass
stemware (probably non-American
in origin), yellowware pipkins, and
German hock-style wine bottles.
This assemblage was probably
deposited by a recent German
immigrant who had brought both
ceramic and glass tablewares from
the Old World, and continued to
consume food and liquor familiar
to the family’s cultural tastes.



Another avenue of research associated with the various artifact assemblages has
been documenting differential patterns of alcohol consumption, and making some

basic social interpretations of these patterns.

Feature 32 (Lot 18)

This artifact assemblage documents a traditional pre-Civil War,
working class American pattern (which consists predominately
of the consumption of distilled American whiskey from flasks).

This pre-Civil War artifact assemblage documents an
upscale American family’s more formal consumption

of distilled liquor (via a decanter) and wines.



Deer antler from Feature 36 (Block 1)

Beef and pork cuts (American Frugal Housewife 1841)

Another avenue of great research value consists of
the analysis of the bone assemblages (faunal analysis)
from these various contexts. Of particular note is
variability among assemblages in processing
techniques, species composition (domestic versus
wild foods consumed; pork versus beef preferences),
as well cut of meat consumed (high quality or status
cuts versus low quality cuts).



The Individual Artifact Level: The detailed studies of individual artifacts recovered
from the ALPLM excavations also have great research potential for social historians.
This fragment of a green transfer printed saucer with distinctive central medallion was
found in a feature from Lot 15 (Block 2, Edwards Addition).

The cup and saucer dates to circa 1860. Social historians suggest that this pattern, which
is variously referred to as “Afternoon Tea" and “Tea Time,” was used during the early
years of the women’s movement to help unite and/or empower women.



This presumably Chinese manufactured opium pipe was recovered from a late
nineteenth century privy pit during the investigations of the Parking Lot project
area. Illicit drug use has been a part of Springfield life for many generations.



Ceramics illustrated with a distinctive rim design and central medallion were
recovered from several contexts from these investigations. These 1840-era
sherds commemorated William Henry Harrison’s Battle of the Thames, 1813.

Ceramics such as the Harrison plate represented more than just souvenirs, but rather were
open expressions of the owner’s political allegiance and were intended for public display
just as earlier items associated with George Washington had been. The extensive
production of political-oriented ceramics in association with the Whig campaigns of 1840
and 1844 illustrates a willing acceptance of party politics within the domestic sphere during
this brief period in which female involvement was actively encouraged. These ceramics
stand in contrast to the distinctly male-oriented whisky flasks of the period.



The multi-year archaeological
excavations conducted for the
Abraham Lincoln Presidential
Library and Museum in
Springfield have contributed
significantly to our
understanding of the variability
in the lifeways and/or quality
of life associated with the early
inhabitants of this region.
The data is an invaluable
comparative data base for
understanding urban lifeways
in central Illinois.



Copies of this paper can be requested at either:
IllinoisArchaeology.com or fmansberger@comcast.net

Thank You.
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